Model Finishing Barn for Pigs

Display Materials Included:
- Barn Parts 1, 2, 3
- Curtain
- Grain bins
- Feed samples

Other Helpful Miscellaneous Materials:
- Zip ties
- Extra mounting pads
- Super glue/bond it
- Double ended screw driver
- Cleaning wipes

Instructions for assembly
The model finishing barn comes in three pieces.
To assemble, complete as follows:

Step 1:
Place Barn Part 2 in the middle of the area – there are two hooks on the top for Barn Part 1 and Barn Part 3 to secure into

Step 2:
Place Barn Part 1 from the top on the left side of Barn Part 2 hooking securely into Barn Part 2

Step 3:
Place Barn Part 3 from the top on the right side of Barn Part 2 hooking securely into Barn Part 2
Step 4:
Place curtain on hooks mounted on Barn Parts 1 and 3, set out poster, grain bins and feed samples